Bet of inputB on which it takeB the value 1. More preciBely, let R = { ål, ..., åï} Üå à finite Bet, and Âï = P(R) itB power set.
We define à bijection õ: Âï -+ {0,1}ï in the fol1owing way: for Å Å Âï we Bet õ(Å) = (ål, ..., åï), where ei = 0 if ei ~ Å, and ei = 1 if ei Å Å. Òî the Boolean function f(Xl, ., ., Õï), of n variables we assign the set Àè) Å Ð(Âï) in the following way: Àè) = {Å Å Bnlf(X(E)) = 1}. Clearly À gives à bijection between the set ofall Boolean functions ofn variables aIld Ð(Âï), for which Àè1& f2) = A(h) n Àè2) and Àè1 v f2) = Àè1) U Àè2). We call the set ì Å Ð(Âï) monotone if for all El, Å2 Å Âï, from Å1 Å ì and Å1 ~ Å2 it follows that Å2 Å Ì. We remark that à Boolean function f is monotone if and only if the set Àè) i8 monotone. We denote Üó Ð+(Âï) the family of all monotone subset8 of Âï. Among the element8 of Ð+(Âï) there are, for example, the 8et8 À(O) = 0, À(l) = Âï, and A(Xi) = {Å Å Bnlei Å Å}. Now 8èððîâå âîòå family ò of monotone 8ub8et8 of the 8et Âï i8 given; that is, !JJt ~ Ð+(Âï). We call ò à regular lattice if the following two condition8 are 8ati8fied: à) {À(o), À(l), À(õl), ..., À(õï)} ~ ò. ; Ü) If ò i8 regarded as à partiaIly ordered 8et under inclu8ion, them ò i8 à lattice with re8pect to thi8 order . The operation8 of taking greate8t lower and least upper bound8 wiIl Üå denoted Üó ï and u re8pectively. We introduce the notation
SuPPo8e that we are given 8îòå monotone Boolean function f(Xl, ..., Õï) and à regular lattice ò. ÒÜå distance ðè, ò) between f and ò i8 defined to Üå the least natural number t for which there are element8 Ì, Mi and Ni of ò, i:::; i:::; t, 8èñÜ that We now turn to the construction of con8tructive 8equences consi8ting of monotone Boolean function8 of sufficiently great monotone complexity. The fir8t example corre8ponds to finite fragment8 of the N P-complete problem CLIQUE. Let ò and s Üå natural numbers with s < ò, and let v = { Vl, ..., Vm} Üå à finite set. Weset n = ò(ò-1)/2 and R = {(Vi, vj)11 :::; i < j :::; ò} (the order in which the element8 ofR are indexed i8 irrelevant). For every W ~ v we define Ew Å Âï (Âï = P(R)) in the following way:
Ew ~ {(Vi,Vj) ERlvi,Vj Å W}. From Lemmas 2 and 3 we obtain the following lower bound îï the distance. The corresponding funCtional scheme in the elements AND and OR is easily conStructed îï the basis of complete item-by-item examination of all elements of the set {WI card W = 8}.
REMARK 2 .Both of the sequences of Boolean functions considered in Theorem 2 are constructive. Our second example of à constructive sequence with the lower bound n![!lognm) on its monotone complexity is à sequence of functions computing the logical permanent of à Boolean matrix. We specify à Boolean function !ò(Õ1,1, ..., Xi,j, ..., Õò,ò) of nm = ò2 variab1es Üó the formUla m !m(Xl,l"..,Xi,j,...,Xm,m)= v i~lXi,/1(i). /1ÅÂò
We will consider the graph-theoretical interpretation of this function.
We choose two disjoint sets of vertices v = {Vl,...'Vm} and w = {Wl,...,Wm}. Suppose that ei,j = (Vi,Wj) and R = {ei,jl1 :::; i,j :::; ò}. then Âï = P(R) turns out to Üå exactly the set of all bipartite graphs with parts v and W, and Àèò) coincides with the set of all bipartite graphs containing à perfect matching ( à per!ect matching in à graph Å ~ v õ w is à set of ò edges having no vertices in common pairwise).
From the result of [61 the bound Lfm :::; O(ò5) follows for the combinatorial complexity. Îï the other hand, we have ln conClusion I would like to thank À. L. Semenov, who interested òå in the subject considered here, and S. I. Adyan, for his invaluable help in preparing this work for publication.
